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WHERE WE ARE
VIBRANT CAMPUS

Set on the spectacular Highland Creek Valley, U of T Scarborough is a growing campus located in Canada’s largest city. It is an urban campus on the edge of nature.
Two buildings – the Toronto Pan Am Sports Centre and the Environmental Science & Chemistry Building – have been awarded LEED gold certification. These are the first new U of T buildings ever to receive this recognition!

12,693
TOTAL STUDENT HEAD COUNT, an increase of 20% over the last five years

37
BUILDINGS ON CAMPUS

84.6%
OVERALL ACADEMIC AVERAGE for incoming students, up from 83.9% last year. That’s the highest ever!

45%
INCREASE over the last five years in leadership and annual giving
6,544 SQUARE METRES OF NEW SPACE
to be provided by new buildings, including the Highland Hall project

765 SPACES FOR STUDENTS IN RESIDENCE

34,550 SQUARE METRES OF BUILDING SPACE
under design, including a new student residence
$26 MILLION RAISED
as part of U of T’s Boundless campaign
Our goal: $35 million

$1.3 MILLION IN GIFTS
committed (so far) for the new Highland Hall, including $1 million from the Krembil Foundation
As part of Canada’s pre-eminent research university, U of T Scarborough hosts strong graduate programs and highly regarded research centres – and has a history of bringing intellectual resources to bear on issues of public concern.
265
TOTAL RESEARCH GRANTS
across all disciplinary areas

78,812
AV MATERIALS
(slides, sound recordings, videos)

269,744
SUBSCRIPTIONS
to serial publications available to all
University of Toronto faculty and students

$13 MILLION
in total research funding

307,590
PHYSICAL VOLUMES
in the U of T Scarborough Library, and access
to more than 12 million volumes through the
U of T Libraries system

RESEARCH FUNDING AND
FACULTY COMPLEMENT
35 BOOKS PUBLISHED

CLOSE TO $1 MILLION invested for research promotion to assist faculty in applying for grants, hosting research events, publishing papers and attending conferences around the world

555 PAPERS IN REFEREED JOURNALS

20% INCREASE IN TENURE-STREAM FACULTY SINCE 2011

29% SUCCESS RATE in the SSHRC Insight Grants program, compared to the NATIONAL RATE OF 23%

88 BOOK CHAPTERS PUBLISHED

80% U OF T SCARBOROUGH’S SUCCESS RATE in the NSERC Discovery Grants program, compared to the NATIONAL RATE OF 65%
$1.4 MILLION
in equity generated over three years by companies launched at The Hub, our early-stage innovation and business incubator supporting student entrepreneurship.
222 students developed their ideas at The Hub.
$45,000 in seed funding awarded.
12 companies launched.

U OF T SCARBOROUGH GRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCH AWARDS

PhD – Devim Coskun, Biological Sciences: “On the Roles of Membrane Channels in Plant Mineral Nutrition and Toxicity”

Master’s – Dean Carcone, Psychology: “Memory Encoding in Borderline Personality Disorder”

U OF T SCARBOROUGH FACULTY RESEARCH AWARD RECIPIENTS

Research Excellence Faculty Scholars: Michael Inzlicht, Psychology; Frank Wania, Physical & Environmental Sciences; Lisa Jeffrey, Computer & Mathematical Sciences.

Principal’s Research Award: Maydianne Andrade, Biological Sciences, and Nick Eyles, Physical & Environmental Sciences.

Research Recognition Award: Anthony Ruocco, Psychology.

268 RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATES
listed in the U of T Scarborough Research Catalogue.
WINNERS OF THE INAUGURAL U OF T SCARBOROUGH UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH PRIZE
(Sponsored by the Library and the Office of the Vice-Principal, Research)

Nishita Agrawal, Management: “When Too Many or Too Few Steve Jobs Can Be Detrimental: Optimal Levels of Entrepreneurship and Growth”

Cherrie (Yan Ning) Kwok, Psychology: “The Effect of Destination Ambiguity on the Perception of Travel Time”

Swar Shah, Biological Sciences: “Comparative Ontogeny of Feeding Performance in Durophagous Stingrays”

WINNERS OF THE UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH POSTER FORUM
(Sponsored by the Library and the Office of the Vice-Principal, Research)

1st – Srivathsan Morkonda Gnanasekaran: “Migration of Moonlets in Saturn’s Rings”

2nd – Tania Mahendiran: “Investigating Interactions Between Mood & Global & Local Scene”

3rd – Kevin Ng: “Urban Hydrology of the Mimico Creek Watershed”

Graduate departments (Master’s and PhD):
Physical & Environmental Sciences
Psychological Clinical Sciences

121 POST-DOCTORAL FELLOWS
309
VOLUNTEERS
for Let’s Talk Science, the community outreach program encouraging youth to learn more about the sciences

$12.8 M
OVER
IN TOTAL RESEARCH FUNDING

100%
OF ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS ARE RESEARCH ACTIVE

45%
INCREASE
in research funding over five years

28
LECTURES AND OTHER ON-CAMPUS RESEARCH EVENTS
sponsored by the Vice-Principal, Research
**EXTRA-DEPARTMENTAL UNITS AT U OF T SCARBOROUGH**

Centre for Planetary Sciences  
Centre for Public Management  
Culinaria Research Centre

**CANADA RESEARCH CHAIRS**

Maydianne Andrade, Integrative Behavioural Ecology  
Daniel Bender, Global Culture  
Marney Isaac, Agroecosystems and Development  
Herbert Kronzucker, Systems Biology of Plant Nutrition and Ion Transport  
Michael Lambek, Anthropology of Ethical Life  
Bianca Schroeder, Data Centre Technologies

**MEMBER, COLLEGE OF NEW SCHOLARS, ARTISTS AND SCIENTISTS, ROYAL SOCIETY OF CANADA**

Natalie Rothman, Historical and Cultural Studies

**2015 SLOAN RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP, ALFRED P. SLOAN FOUNDATION**

Artur Izmaylov, Physical & Environmental Sciences
FELLOWS, ROYAL SOCIETY OF CANADA
Judith Teichman, Political Science
Lisa Jeffrey, Computer & Mathematical Sciences
John Kennedy, Psychology
Michael Lambek, Anthropology
John Friedlander, Computer & Mathematical Sciences

ALBERT BERRY PRIZE, CANADIAN DEVELOPMENT ECONOMICS STUDY GROUP
Marco Gonzalez-Navarro, Management

E.R. WARD NEALE MEDAL, GEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION OF CANADA
Nick Eyles, Physical & Environmental Sciences

EARLY RESEARCH AWARD, ONTARIO MINISTRY OF RESEARCH AND INNOVATION
Brian Connelly, Management
Patrick McGowan, Biological Sciences
Anthony Ruocco, Psychology

INAUGURAL P.M. HUANG AWARD, INTERNATIONAL UNION OF SOIL SCIENCES
Myrna Simpson, Physical & Environmental Sciences
GLOBAL REACH

Our global connections continue to grow through exchange programs, research partnerships and international co-op placements. U of T Scarborough’s international students bring fresh perspectives and contribute both to the campus’s academic achievements and its community partnerships.
47% 
INCREASE IN PARTICIPATION
in student exchange programs over two years

563 
STUDENTS ENROLLED
in courses that have a global focus

100 
FIRST-YEAR INTERNATIONAL STUDENT MENTEES
in a pilot run by the Department of Student Life’s Buddy Program

14% 
INCREASE IN SUMMER ABROAD PROGRAM
participation over two years

2,048 
UNDERGRADUATE INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
from 86 countries (that’s a 12% increase from the previous year and 60% increase since 2012)

42 
COUNTRIES
in which U of T Scarborough has research partnerships
U of T Scarborough continues to be a popular first choice for students from the eastern Greater Toronto Area and around the world. Our diverse student body brings its many talents not only to academic excellence, but also to improving the world around us.
1,000+ STUDENTS participating in First Year Experience programs, with more than 125 volunteer mentors

213 CLUBS ON CAMPUS

20% GROWTH IN STUDENT POPULATION SINCE 2011

4,454 STUDENTS attended Fall 2015 orientation and transition programming. The participation rate was over 70% of the incoming class!

12,693 UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
1,956 UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES AWARDED IN 2015

1,444 STUDENTS validated by the University of Toronto Co-Curricular Record, which recognizes student learning and activity outside the classroom – more than double the previous year!

$6.8 MILLION in undergraduate student scholarships, 2014/2015

668 GRADUATE STUDENTS SUPERVISED
4 NEW PROGRAMS
offered in 2015/2016: minors in City Studies; Urban Public Policy and Governance; Culture, Creativity and Cities; and Migration and Ethnic Diversity

IN A ROW
A U of T Scarborough student has received the John Black Aird Award, given to U of T’s top academic scorer, every year since 2013 and in 10 of the last 11 years

254 PARTICIPANTS
in programming for first-year students who were the first in their families to attend a post-secondary institution. They were supported by 19 Peer Academic Coaches

3 JOINT PROGRAMS WITH CENTENNIAL COLLEGE
Journalism, New Media Studies, Paramedicine
ENGAGED 
LEARNING

At U of T Scarborough, our students benefit from world-class instructors using the best of traditional and innovative teaching methods. Students put their learning to work through Co-op, internship, service learning and research opportunities in the city and the local community.
2,414 students enrolled in Co-op programs. Nearly one in five U of T Scarborough students is enrolled in Co-op.

32,244 enrolment in courses served by WebOption in 2014/2015.

130 courses offered through WebOption (which allows students the flexibility to take their courses online) in the 2014/2015 school year, a 24% increase over three years.

350 online student assessments completed for Flourish, a program designed to help students reach their full potential. Flourish received the Canadian Association of Colleges and Universities Student Services Innovation Award and $250,000 in grant funding to reach more students.
17,322 PARTICIPANTS
attended 406 academic and career events
(an increase of 32% from the previous year) at the
Academic Advising & Career Centre

CLOSE TO
1,000 STUDENTS
participating in Student Life’s Leadership Development program, including 475 first-in-family students

165 UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS OFFERED

46 CO-OP PROGRAMS OFFERED
PATHS FOR COMBINED DEGREE PROGRAMS
allowing students to register in an undergraduate and graduate program at the same time:

Bachelor of Arts or Science/Master of Teaching
Bachelor of Science (Environmental Science Specialist)/Master of Engineering
Bachelor of Science (Mental Health Studies Specialist)/Master of Social Work
As home to the spectacular Toronto Pan Am Sports Centre, U of T Scarborough has for more than 50 years supported physical activity and wellness as an important part of a university education. Our campus is a hub for both national and community sporting activities.
82% AVERAGE PARTICIPATION in athletics and recreation, 7% higher than the national average

60% INCREASE in Athletics & Recreation programming, from beginner to high performance

It is our first full year in the Toronto Pan Am Sports Centre, our new world-class athletic facility
Swimmers broke more than 100 Pan Am records at the 2015 Pan Am & Parapan American Games events at the Toronto Pan Am Sports Centre, including three world records in the pool at Parapan. The fencing component of the Pan Am modern pentathlon also saw a world record toppled. And Canada won its first ever medal in Parapan wheelchair tennis, on home soil at U of T Scarborough.

300 PARTICIPANTS in outdoor recreation programs each term, facilitating physical activity, social interaction and hands-on learning

300 STUDENTS conquered the rock climbing wall in 2014/2015
$20,000
raised
so far for cancer research from the annual Terry’s CAUSE on Campus event commemorating Terry Fox

4,000
students
engaged in physical activity throughout the year by student-led MoveU at U of T Scarborough

U of T SCARBOROUGH
IS A RUNNER’S PARADISE!
Check out our six recommended trails for runners of all levels
U of T Scarborough is part of a diverse urban environment in which our students, faculty and alumni take an active role.
$500 MILLION

over seven years invested in capital improvements at U of T Scarborough, including the newly opened Environmental Science & Chemistry Building and the Highland Hall project, currently under construction. Through participation in the construction industry’s Hammerheads program, the campus is helping to hire and train employees from the local community.

48,570
TOTAL NUMBER OF ALUMNI

U of T Scarborough students volunteer more than 5,000 hours a year

$400,000
IN GRANT FUNDING

to support programs connecting the university and the community.
105 YOUTH AGES SEVEN TO 14, from neighbourhood improvement areas, participated in the eight-week Henry Norrington Tennis Program at our new Tennis Centre, located in the Highland Creek Valley. The centre also hosted wheelchair tennis at the 2015 Parapan Am Games.

10 YEARS of the Imani Mentorship Program, which has provided culturally relevant content for more than 500 middle and high school students who are under-represented in post-secondary education.

15 CHAPLAINS on campus for spiritual education and support.
20 FIRST-YEAR STUDENTS participated in the first ever Alternative Reading Week, contributing to our local Boys and Girls Club.

120+ WEEKLY community outreach opportunities at eight sites in Scarborough.

100 GRADE 9 PARTICIPANTS from across the GTA for Math in Motion... Girls in Gear! — a one-day conference of interactive programming led by female role models in math, science and engineering.

600 ANNUAL ATTENDANCE at Spring Reunion for alumni.
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1265 Military Trail
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M1C 1A4